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Abstract
We present a new method to exploit multiple refinement levels within a 3D parallel hybrid model, developed to
study planet-plasma interactions. This model is based on the hybrid formalism: ions are kinetically treated whereas
electrons are considered as a inertia-less fluid. Generally, ions are represented by numerical particles whose size
equals the volume of the cells. Particles that leave a coarse grid subsequently entering a refined region are split into
particles whose volume corresponds to the volume of the refined cells. The number of refined particles created from
a coarse particle depends on the grid refinement rate. In order to conserve velocity distribution functions and to
avoid calculations of average velocities, particles are not coalesced. Moreover, to ensure the constancy of particles’
shape function sizes, the hybrid method is adapted to allow refined particles to move within a coarse region.
Another innovation of this approach is the method developed to compute grid moments at interfaces between two
refinement levels. Indeed, the hybrid method is adapted to accurately account for the special grid structure at the
interfaces, avoiding any overlapping grid considerations. Some fundamental test runs were performed to validate
our approach (e.g quiet plasma flow, Alfven wave propagation). Lastly, we also show a planetary application of the
model, simulating the interaction between Jupiter’s moon Ganymede and the Jovian plasma.
Keywords: Hybrid Model, Mesh Refinement, Particle Splitting, Planet-plasma interaction

1. Introduction
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Numerical models describing solar system plasmas objects such as planets, moons, asteroids and comets,
have been widely developed and used since the 80’s. A complete description of phenomena occuring at electron
and ion scales requires a full kinetic approach and is achieved by solving the Vlasov-Maxwell equations. These
relations determine the evolution, in space and time, of the electromagnetic field and distribution function for
each charged particle species in the region of interest. Due to computational limitations, most of these models are
generally not capable to describe the entire physical system of an ionized planetary environment and are often
restricted to investigate local processes. However, simulation efforts are undertaken to fully kinetically simulate 3D
magnetospheric environments [43]. To study large-scale phenomena it is therefore required to simplify the fully
kinetic approach by abandoning particle approach. The usual procedure to decrease the complexity of the model
consists in a substitution of the Vlasov equation for a given species by a hierarchy of time-dependent momentum
equations (up to a given order) of the distribution function integrated over velocity space. When the reduction is
applied to all plasma species we obtain a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model.
The three main formalisms used in modeling space plasma environments are: the MHD approach which describes
the plasma as a conducting fluid, the ’particle’ approach such as the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) models which describes
the kinetic behavior of both ions and electrons, and the Hybrid approach that uses a fluid description for electrons
and a kinetic description for ions. A detailed review of model assumptions, numerical methods and limitations are
described in [33, 23, 46]. Due to the necessity to describe phenomena on scales several times the planetary radius,
MHD and Hybrid models are often prefered for modeling global planetary environments. Interestingly, the 2D
MHD-EPIC (MHD with Embedded Particle-In-Cell regions) developed by [8], has the ability to describe kinetic
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effects in a relatively localized region of a global MHD model. The model scheme is a two-way coupling of a global
Hall MHD model and an implicit PIC model. Such approaches allow to study a magnetosphere in 2D with a small
PIC region around the dayside reconnection site.
All solar system bodies are embedded in flowing magnetized and collisionless plasmas with which they interact
via energy and momentum-exchange. The properties of the atmosphere/ionosphere of a body play a key role in
the interaction of solar system bodies with plasma flow [35]. The features of the interaction can be very different
depending upon the nature of the plasma flow (fast or slow), the characteristics of the atmosphere/ionosphere
(density, composition) and the magnetic nature of the obstacle (magnetized object or not). The electromagnetic
coupling of neutral environments takes place through ionization processes: ionization by solar photons, electron
impact ionization (incident plasma electrons ionize the upper atmosphere), and charge exchange between ionized
and neutral particles producing a cold ion and a fast neutral. When the ion gyroradius represents a significant
fraction of the obstacle radius, a kinetic description is the most consistent approach to describe the interaction of
the incoming plasma and the planetary environments. In such cases (e.g. Mars, Venus, comets, asteroids, several
kronian and jovian moons), hybrid models are, so far, best suited to globally describe such interactions at some
distances from the ionosphere of the objects [33, 34]. Besides the kinetic aspect, they stand out by their ability to
have a multi-species description of the plasma allowing the description of several ion species (although multi-fluid
model posseses similar ability), the possibility to represent a non-Maxwellian distribution, the aptitude to take into
account self-consistent charge exchange reactions, and diagnose ion distribution function in various regions and
regimes.
The spacing of the grid points determines the local error and thus the accuracy of the solution, and the length
and temporal scales of the simulated processes if the algorithm is able to reach them. During the last few decades,
considerable efforts have been carried out to improve the spatial resolution in all of the different model aproaches
(MHD, Hybrid and PIC). Improvements were usually handled through mesh refinement methods.
For kinetic models (PIC and Hybrid), spatial refinement of a specific region of the computational domain is
usually achieved either 1- by moving mesh point algorithms which provide a direct control of the mesh points or 2by adding mesh points in required zones. The first method, called the Moving Mesh Adaptation (MMA) method,
consists of mapping a non-uniform adaptive grid to a uniform mesh. This approach was originally proposed by
[47], generalized by [5] and extended to include direction control in mesh adaptation to numerically solve partial
differential equations [4]. A variant of this concept has been applied to PIC code to adapt the grid specifically
designed to capture the physics of objects-plasma interaction [31]. Also, recently, a new approach to optimally
create non-uniform meshes based on Monge-Kantorovich optimization was developed in a time-independant case
[9] and including a time stepping [6]. The second approach consists of superimposing finer grids to a coarse grid
in localized region requiring more resolution. Finer grids can be added recursively leading to a hiearchy of grid
refinements. As the solution converges, identification of regions where a better resolution is required are determined
by some parameter characterizing the solution. Such methods are commonly known as Adaptative Mesh Refinement
(AMR) method. Compared to MHD models using AMR techniques, an additional problem encountered by the
kinetic approach is the treatment of numerical particles when they move from a given refinement level to another.
Most of the time, the number of numerical particles in each cell is controled by the splitting and coalescence of
particles [30]. This technique has been widely used in PIC models [14, 15, 13, 38]. This problem becomes even
more challenging when the AMR technique is applied on a MPI (Message Passing Interface) parallel code. It
introduces an unbalanced workload among the processors and decreases the efficiency of the code. Similarly, hybrid
models investigating global interaction between the solar wind and the Martian or Hermean environment have
used nested grid or AMR techniques [22, 24, 39, 40]. A detailed review of AMR and MMA techniques applied to
particle code is presented in [32]. As mentioned before the main problem with classical Hybrid and PIC codes
remains the treatment of the numerical particles. Numerical particles usually have a constant size equivalent to the
grid size. When a numerical particle moves to a finer region, either the size of the particle is kept constant and
the size does not match the grid size any longer, or the particle size adapts itself to the local grid size and loses
the constancy of the particle size. This second option is mainly used in most AMR based models. Notice that
some PIC models apply methods that allow to reduce the self-forces errors and to take into account the special
configuration of boundaries between two refinement levels [7].
A new innovative approach concerns a Multi Level Multi Domain (MLMD) technique [19]. In this method, the
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physical domain is divided into several subdomains, each corresponding to a different refinement level. Numerical
particles are initialized in each domain, with sizes corresponding to the grid spacing. Both electromagnetic fields
and particles are fully simulated on each subdomain of each level, allowing particles to remain in their native
subdomain. Indeed, particles that leave refined subdomains are deleted from the simulation. At boundaries of
refined subdomains, information such as position, velocity and statistical weight of particles of coarser grids are
used to repopulate the refined grids through a splitting algorithm adapted from [30]. The MLMD technique has
been tested in 1D [19] and in 2D [1].
Whereas most models using AMR techniques break the constancy of the particles’ size, the MLMD technique
allows preservation of the spatial shape function of particles which is consistent with the grid spacing in every level
of refinement. Nevertheless, in this approach, the continuity of particle motion is not ensured since particles are
deleted when leaving a refined level to a coarser grid. Therefore, the self-consistency of the algorithm is possibly
altered. In addition, in regions where several refinement levels overlap, both particles and fields are simulated in
each refinement level, increasing the computational cost.
In this study, a new algorithm for Multi-Grid approach is proposed in the case where one coarse grid and one
refined grid are considered, the grid spacing of the coarse mesh being divided by two in the refined region. First,
similarly to MLMD method, particles are injected in the refined regions following a splitting algorithm that creates
refined macroparticles from one coarse macroparticule. Secondly, particles leaving refined region continue their
trajectory in the coarse mesh, keeping their size shape function constant. Those two criteria allow to conserve the
consistency of both particles’ size and the continuity between the different levels of refinement. In the coarse mesh,
the computation of grid moments and forces acting on particles has been adapted to take into account the presence
of refined particles in coarse cells. In most of PIC and hybrid models, particles are coalesced in order to control the
number of particles per cell. Nevertheless, the coalescence of particles alters the distribution function, and does not
ensure the continuity of particles’ trajectories. For these reasons, particles are not merged in this model. Another
novelty of this approach is that, at the interfaces, moments and fields are obtained taking into consideration the
specific volume of the influence region of grid points.
This paper is organized as following. Section 2 describes the Hybrid approach, the algorithm used and the
boundary conditions. Section 3 presents the detailed method to achieve the mesh refinement and the treatment of
numerical particles and fields at the refinement interfaces. Simulations performed with this model mentioned above
are presented to validate the approach in section 4. Next, we show an application to Ganymede with a with a 120
km resolution of Ganymede’s environment. Lastly, results and conclusions are discussed in part 5.
2. The hybrid model
2.1. Model description
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Hybrid models are able to describe physical phenomena at ion scales, which is not viable with the MHD
formalism. In the hybrid approach, electrons are treated as zero-inertia fluid (me = 0), enforcing instantaneous
charge neutrality of the plasma: it exerts a pressure on the ions via the electric fields and contributes to the
total current density. Thus it restricts the validity of the model to spatial scales which are much larger than the
electron inertial length. Ions are represented by individual particles, called macroparticles. A macroparticle does
not represent one ion but a cloud of ions with similar properties (same charge, mass, velocity). Macroparticles
behave like physical particles and follow the Newtonian-equations of motion (1) :

dvp
qp


=
(E + vp × B)

dt
mp


 dxp = vp
dt

115

(1)

where xp , vp , qp and mp respectively are the position, the velocity, the charge and the mass of the macroparticle p.
E and B are the electric and magnetic fields. Due to the charge neutrality relation, the electron density corresponds
P
to the sum of ion species densities: ne = s ns where ne is the electron number density and ns is the ion number
density of the species "s". The density ns of species "s" is determined from the distribution function of the species
"s" fs :
Z
ns (x, t) =

fs (x, v, t)d3 v

3

(2)

while the total ion charge density is derived from
ρ(x, t) =

X

Z
qs

fs (x, v, t)d3 v

(3)

s

The bulk velocity and the ionic current of species “s” is therefore
Z
1
Us (x, t) =
vfs (x, v, t)d3 v
ns (x, t)
Js (x, t) = qs ns (x, t)Us (x, t)

(4)
(5)

The total ionic current corresponds to the sum of ionic current of all of ionic species ( Ji =
electric field is determined by the balance of forces exerted on the unit volume of the fluid:
0 = qne (E + ve × B) − ∇pe
120

P

s

Js (x, t)). The

(6)

with pe the electron pressure. Since low frequency phenomena are of interest the displacement current term can be
neglected in Ampère’s equation and the electric field can thus be computed as a state function:
E=

1
ρc


−Ji × B +

1
(∇ × B) × B − ∇pe
µ0


(7)

The temporal evolution of the magnetic field is obtained from Faraday’s equation (8) while satisfying the conservation
of magnetic flux (9).
∂B
= −∇ × E
(8)
∂t
∇·B = 0
125

(9)

Several algorithms have been developed to solve the time integration of the coupled system of equations 1-9. This
model uses the Current Advanced Method and Cyclic Leapfrog (CAM-CL) algorithm [36]. [36] presents a detailed
algorithm with validation tests.
2.2. Boundary conditions
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Simulations are performed on a 3D cartesian grid. The X axis corresponds to the main direction of the flowing
plasma. The incident plasma is injected at the entry plane YZ following a Maxwellian velocity distribution.
Boundary conditions are open at the YZ exit plane: particles that leave the simulation domain in this direction are
removed from the simulation. In the Y and Z directions, two types of boundary conditions are applied depending
on the origin of the particle. Periodic boundary conditions are used to deal with particles coming from the incident
plasma flow. On the contrary, planetary particles are lost when leaving the simulation domain. The electric field is
set to E = −v × B at the entry plane YZ (Dirichlet conditions), whereas the electric field gradient is equal to zero
at the outer plane YZ (Neumann conditions). In Y and Z directions, periodic boundary conditions are applied for
electromagnetic fields.
When a particle hits the planetary body, its velocity is fixed to 0, and the particle is kept in the simulation.
This particle therefore still contributes to grid points density. Everywhere in the simulation domain, including
inside the planet, the magnetic field is smoothed (see section 2.3). If the planetary object has its own intrinsic
magnetic field, the principle is to subtract the dipolar components of the simulated magnetic field before smoothing
it. Next, dipolar components are added to the smoothed magnetic field. In other words, at planetary boundaries,
the magnetic field is equal to a magnetic dipole plus a draped magnetic field contribution.
2.3. Smoothing
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At each time step, all grid moments are smoothed. In 1D, moments of each grid point xj are smoothed
using the three grid points xj−1 , xj and xj+1 . The smoothing method is described by the equation: mj =
0.25mj−1 + 0.5mj + 0.25mj+1 , where mj designates the moment on the grid point xj . This approach is applied in
each direction to smooth both the moments and the magnetic field. .

4

3. The multi-grid method
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3.1. Grid refinement
In this paper, only one refinement level is considered in a specific (cubic) region of the simulation domain. This
region is determined at initialization and does not change in time. The spatial resolution is divided by two in each
direction with respect to the coarse grid defining refined cells with a volume eight times smaller than the coarse
cells’ volume. The method presented here considers only one refinement level, where the grid spacing is divided by
2 with respect to the grid spacing of the coarse mesh, but could be adapted in order to introduce several refinement
levels or to consider higher resolution jumps between the two grids.
In several fluid models, each refinement level solves equations with its own time step adapted to the spatial
resolution of the grid, as in [12]. It allows to reduce the number of numerical operations, especially in the coarser
grids where time steps can be higher. However each level must wait for other levels before performing the next
iteration, as explained by [38] which compute fields with a different time step depending on the refinement level. In
this model, to avoid the introduction of a waiting time between the different levels, the same time step is kept
constant in each grid. Since the refinement ratio between the grids is small, the use of a different time steps adapted
to each refinement level in our model is not planned. However, note that if the resolution jump between refined
and coarse grids was larger, different time steps in each refinement level should be considered for stability reasons,
similarly to the MLMD method [18].
3.2. Parallelization
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Originally, this hybrid model was executed sequentially. Therefore, the simulation time was too long and the size
of the simulation box was strongly constrained due to the limited memory associated to a processor. To overcome
this computational limitation, the code has been parallelized with the Message Passing Interface protocole (MPI,
[11]). The simulation domain is a 3D cartesian box with a main axis X which corresponds to the bulk flow direction.
The parallelization is based on a domain decomposition method. The grid topology of the decomposition is 2D and
is done on the YZ plane, no decomposition being taken into account along the X direction. Such decomposition
minimizes the communication between processes for the particle administration, i.e it limits the number of particles
exchanged from one sub-domain to another.
The domain decomposition can be uniform, where each sub-domain has the same volume, or non-uniform. Core
processes administrate sub-domains in the center simulation box, and border processes administrate sub-domains
that constitute the boundaries of the simulation box, relatively far from the main region of interaction. When a
simulation is dedicated to model a dense ionosphere (like Mars or Titan), or with a refined grid level, particles
are expected to be spatially located close to the obstacle. Thus it introduces an non-ideal work balance between
core processes and border processes. The use of a non-uniform domain decomposition allows for a balance of CPU
workload more efficiently depending upon the property of the simulated environment. The domain decomposition
scheme currently applied in this model consists in creating twice more subdomains in a certain region whose
boundaries are choosen by the user. Generally, in this model, this region corresponds to the close environment of
the planetary object, where a dense atmosphere and/or ionosphere are located. The domain decomposition is fixed
in time. Note that a minimimum/maximum number of particles per cell is not imposed in this model.
Due to the domain decomposition procedure, sub-domain boundaries do not coincide with refinement outer
area, in order to simplify the communications and their treatments in a generic way.
A particle is not allowed to cross more than one grid cell during one time step due to the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy
(CFL) condition. Each process can communicate with the neighbor processes only. Communications are mostly
”point-to-point” communications and very few global communications are used, except at initialization and for
diagnostics. These communications are performed with send/receive directives to send/get data between neighbor
processes. Communications are used to exchange particle information between one sub-domain to another, and to
compute moments at the interfaces between sub-domains.

5

3.3. Particle exchange between refinement levels
195

In kinetic (PIC and Hybrid) models, the distribution function of the species s of the plasma fs (x, v, t) is
described by a set of numerical particles which represent physical particles close to each other in phase space [32].
fs (x, v, t) =

X

fp (x, v, t)

(10)

p

Equation (10) mathematically translates this concept with x and v being the position and velocity vectors of
physical particles respectively and fp (x, v, t) defined as the distribution function of the numerical particle p.
fp (x, v, t) is generally expressed in the following way :
fp (x, v, t) = Np Sx (x − xp )Sv (v − vp )
200

205

(11)

In this equation, Np is the number of physical particles present inside the numerical particle p while Sx and Sv
are its shape functions (in spatial and velocity spaces), xp the mass center and vp the velocity of the numerical
particle. The number of physical particles represented by a given macroparticle is referred to as statistical weight.
Each numerical particle can represent a different number of physical particles which can describe major and minor
ion species with a good statistical sampling at lower computational cost and therefore cover a wide dynamic range
of density. Sv is usually a Dirac delta function (equation 12) meaning that all physical particles have the same
velocity vp as the numerical particle.
Sv (v − vp ) = δ(v − vp )
(12)
[3] summarized the different possibilities to determine the spatial morphology of numerical particle. Particle
methods makes use of the b-spline functions to represent the spatial shape factor of a numerical particle [30].
1
Sx (x − xp ) = Sx (x − xp )Sy (y − yp )Sx (z − zp ) =
bl
∆xp ∆yp ∆zp
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x − xp
∆xp




bl

y − yp
∆yp




bl

z − zp
∆zp


(13)

with xp , yp , zp define the position of the center of mass of the numerical particle, ∆xp , ∆yp , ∆zp the size of the
numerical particle in each spatial dimension and bl the b-spline function of order l. The most commonly used
b-spline function, which is also the case in this model, is the zero-order b-spline, i.e. a top hat function (in 1D, a
cube in 3D):

 1 if |ξ| < 1
2
b0 (ξ) =
(14)

0 otherwise
This spatial shape factor can be represented in 1D as shown by figure 1 adapted from [34]. This figure shows a
one-dimensional mesh indicated by xj ’s and the size of the numerical particle with its mass center position xp .
Dashed green lines delimit the area of influence of the grid point j. The fraction of the numerical particle’s weight
assigned to the point xj depends on the relative length (volume) of the numerical particle included in the grid
point’s influence region (IR). The IR of a grid point is the volume within ±∆x/2 from this point, where ∆x is the
grid spacing. Such deposition method, known as Cloud-In-Cell [2, 17], is commonly used in particle simulation.
Therefore, the charge density affecting the grid points, according to the example on figure 1, are indicated by
equations 15.




xj − xp
xp − xj−1
ρj−1 = qp wp
; ρj = qp wp
(15)
∆xp
∆xp
with ∆xp the size of the numerical particle, which equals the grid spacing. Extension to the three-dimensional
model is straigthforward. CIC approach smoothly treats moments such as charge density on the grid points as
illustrated on figure 1 (bottom panel). Notice that according to the CIC approach, particles’ size corresopnds to
the size of grid cells. However, in the multi-grid method presented in this paper, particles whose volume differs
from grid cells’ volume will be considered (see section 3.3.2).
Numerical particles are therefore a discretization of the distribution function. This introduces numerical noise.
It is possible to improve the accuracy in some regions, even without the introduction of finer levels, by increasing
the number of particles in regions of interest. The most common method, described by [30], consists of a splitting
algorithm that creates several daughter particles from a parent particle, each daughter particle conserves the
6

Figure 1: On the top panel is a representation of the first-order particle weighting (CIC). The macroparticle whose mass

center is xp has a finite size corresponding to that of the grid cell. The moments are interpolated on grid points allowing to
obtain a fairly smooth repartition of moments in mesh nodes (bottom panel) [34]

230

velocity and the shape size function of the initial particle. To compute the position of the new particles, a small
displacement with respect to the mass center of the parent particle is introduced. This technique has been widely
employed in PIC codes [15, 14, 13] and in hybrid models, in particular by [22, 24] and [39], in order to keep the
number of macroparticles per cell in the grid simulation constant.
3.3.1. From coarse to fine mesh: particle splitting
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Most of hybrid and PIC models apply the AMR method [38, 39, 22, 24, 13]. In these models, when a particle
enters in a grid whose spatial resolution is different, its size/volume is adapted to the cell’s size/volume. In other
words, this particle is replaced by a particle which has a different volume. First, the constancy of the particle’s size
shape function is not ensured. In consequence, since a macroparticle respresents a number of physical particles, the
density which represents a macroparticle is not equivalent in the different refinement levels. Therefore, when the
size of a particle is changed, its contribution to the grid moments are changed too. According to [30], when a set of
particles is replaced by another group of particles, the two sets must be equivalent in term of contributions to the
grid moments. In order to respect this criterion, a different approach is used here to treat macroparticles that enter
in a refined grid.
The main idea of our approach is based on the concept of uniformly distributed physical particles inside the
volume of a numerical particle. When a numerical particle moves from the coarse to the refined grid, it is split
into eight daughter particles, i.e the cloud of physical particles is divided into eight cubes with a volume equal
to the refined cell volume. Here parent (respectively daughter) particle refers to a particle having a volume of a
coarse (respectively refined) cell. Each daughter particle has the same velocity as its parent particle and the same
chemical identity. This approach is summarized on Figure 2 in a 2D case. Particular attention must be drawn on

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the method used to split numerical particles. The parent particle, with a velocity vp

and a position xp , is split into daughter particles. These particles have the same velocity as the parent particle, and their
position is equally shifted from the parent particle’s mass center.
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the interface between the different grids (section 3.4). The finer mesh is only populated by daughter particles, and
particles are divided one cell before (i.e. outside) the refined grid boundaries as explained in section 3.4. Such
splitting approach is similar to the 1D technique used by [19] to populate refined mesh from parent particles, as
applied by [1] in 2D. The only notable difference is that we do not simulate the whole physical domain with the
coarse mesh. In other words, we do not have any information about particles or fields calculated on the coarse grid
in the refined region.
Mass centers of the eight daughter particles are shifted away from the parent particle mass center by one quarter
of a coarse cell in each direction (that is, at the barycenter of each eight parent sub-volumes). The volume of the
parent particle is, after the splitting process, composed of eight homogenous cubes ensuring conservation of grid
moments. Unlike [39], a random shift of the position of newly created particles is not introduced here, due to a
numerical noise limit, which is reasonable in this setting.
According to equations (10,12,13), the distribution of the numerical particle fp can be written as

fp (x, v, t) = wp b0

x − xp
∆xp


δ(v − vp )

(16)

N

265

with wp = ∆xp ∆ypp ∆zp the number of physical particle contained in the volume of the numerical particle. The
volume of a numerical particle is ∆Vp = ∆xp ∆yp ∆zp . wp is the number density associated to the numerical particle
p. This statistical weight is used to compute charge or mass density. When a particle is split, the number of physical
particles and the volume of the numerical particle both are divided into eight: Npd = Npp /8 and ∆Vpd = ∆Vpp /8 where
Npd and Npp are the number of physical particles in the daughter and parent particle populations respectively, and
Np
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∆Vpd (∆Vpp ) are the volume of the daughter (parent) numerical particle. The statistical weight wp = ∆Vppp = ∆Vpd
p
remains constant. Similarly to [30], each daughter particle acquires the velocity of the parent particle in order
to leave the velocity distribution unaltered and to conserve moments such as current density. As mentionned
previously, the set of created particles replacing the parent particle is equivalent to the initial particle obeying
the splitting particle conditions outlined by [30] where 1- the contributions of the two sets of particles to the grid
moments are identical, and 2- the two sets of particles describe the same velocity distribution function. In AMR
models, only the second criteria is respected when the volume of a particle is adapted to the spatial resolution of
the different refinement levels.
However, applying the same velocity to each daughter particle still introduces a numerical error and slightly
breaks down the continuity of the motion of the particles. Indeed, daughter particles positions are shifted with
respect to the parent particle’s mass center. Therefore, daughter particles are shifted during the splitting without
solving the equation of motion. In other words, an artificial acceleration or deceleration is applied to the daughter
particles. To avoid such an error, a velocity correction should be applied to each daughter particles during the
splitting step. Tests performed with a 1-D electrostatic code (not shown in this paper) with the implementation of
such velocity corrections show that the solution does not significantly improve while additional computations are
needed to calculate the new velocity of the daughter particles. For these reasons, no velocity correction is applied
to the daughter particles.
3.3.2. From fine to coarse mesh
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The strength and the novelty of the presented method is that particles from the refined grid are able to move
into the coarse grid, allowing a continuous description of the particles’ trajectory. The numerical particle keeps the
information about its size (∆Vpp or ∆Vpd ) to respect the criteria described in [30], as explained in section 3.3.1,
unlike in the AMR methods [22, 24, 39]. Daughter particles are neither split nor merged. Therefore, in the coarse
grid case, both daugther and parent particles can be present. A special attention is then required to achieve the
grid moments calculations from daughter particles which have one eigth of the volume of the local cell. A daughter
particle evolving in a coarse cell can either affect one or several grid points. When all the weight of the particle is
introduced to a single grid point, the deposition technique is similar to a Near Grid Point (NGP) method [3]. In
the coarse region, to compute the charge density taking into account the size of particles, in the 1D case, equations
15 become :


min ∆xp , max xj−1/2 − binf
min ∆xp , max bsup
− xj−1/2 , 0
p
p ,0
ρj−1 = qp wp
; ρj = qp wp
(17)
∆x
∆x
8
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where ∆x is the grid spacing, ∆xp designates the size of the macroparticle p, and where binf
= xp − ∆xp /2
p
(respectively bsup
=
x
+
∆x
/2)
corresponds
to
the
lower
(respectively
upper)
boundary
of
the
macroparticle.
p
p
p
This formulation allows to treat both coarse and refined particles, whose size respectively corresponds to the grid
spacing, and to the half of the grid spacing. The extension to the 3D case is straightforward. Such a technique
is known to produce numerical noise, which is partly reduced since statistically eight times as many daughter
particles will be present in a coarse cell of the computational grid. In order to avoid 1-to change the volume of
refined particles that enter in a coarse mesh, and 2- to consider particles whose size is different to the grid spacing
how it is done in the presented method, in the MLMD method [19], particles and fields are fully simulated in all
refinement levels. Indeed, in the coarse levels, fields are obtained from grid moments of refined levels. The motion
of coarse particles is then influenced by these fields. Therefore, it allows to delete refined particles that leave their
refined grid. This method does not ensure the continuity of particles’ trajectories, and alters the self-consistency in
the coarse grids. Moreover, as particles and fields are simulated in all entire grids, this technique tends to increase
the computational cost with respect to the method described in this paper. However, using our method at high
jumps in spatial resolution, the number of macroparticles would be too large and the MLMD technique would
probably be more efficient.
Obviously, merging refined particles to create coarse particles would allow one to deal with less macroparticles
effectively reducing the computational cost. The coalescing particles method described by [30] has successfully
been applied to lots of models using mesh refinement methods [22, 24, 39, 19] in order to respect a criterion about
maximum number of particles per cell. This method consists of selecting three computational particles close in
space, representing the same species with very similar velocities in order to generate two macroparticles combining
the velocities of parent particles. This method leads to the creation of particles having the same spatial shape
function than the parent particles. Here, to create a coarse particle, eight refined particles should be chosen under
the same criteria: particles have to be close in space, in velocity, and to have the same chemical identity. Because
of the low number of particles per cell (typically about 10), these criteria are quite difficult to respect. Moreover,
a coalescence algorithm introduces a discontinuity in particles trajectories and alters the velocity distribution
function.
3.4. Moment computation at the interfaces
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Introducing a refined mesh, leads to a peculiar configuration of the grid points at the interfaces. To deal
with moment computation in this special case, a prevalent solution is to create some overlaping regions on which
numerical particles are copied before entering into the refined grid [38]. Usually, extrapolation and/or interpolation
of moments from both coarse and refined grids are applied to determine moments on refinement levels interfaces.
To avoid additional computations in these overlap regions, we have implemented a new original method to evaluate
moments and fields contributions to interfaces grid points, taking into account IR volume. Figure 3.4 displays the
structure of the mesh at the refinement interface between the two grids (in 2D). In the following, ∆xc and ∆xr
designate the spatial resolution of the coarse and refined grids respectively. Blue and red cells represent the coarse
and refined cells while the dashed green and blue cells describe the IRs. The volume of the IR of a grid point
corresponds to the grid spacing size, except at the interfaces where the IR of grid point size differs. For simplicity
the evaluation of moments and fields at the interface are described for a 2D case (Figure 3.4). The weight deposition
of a numerical particle on a specific grid point depends on the area (volume) of the numerical particle included in
the area (volume) of the IR’s grid point, as stipulated by the CIC concept. The area of the IR’s grid point close
to the refinement level interface is different if we consider a grid point which belongs to a vertex or corner of the
refined mesh. In case of an edge’s grid point, the area of the corresponding IR is ∆xr × 32 ∆xr . In case of a vertex
grid point, the IR’s area is changed to 32 ∆xr × 32 ∆xr . The 3/2 coefficient comes from the refinement factor between
c
the spatial resolution of the coarse and refined grid (∆xr = ∆x
2 ). Obviously, this coefficient will be different in case
of a different refinement factor, but the method described below remains valid. Moment contributions calculated by
equation 15 need to be multiplied by the 2/3 (or 4/9) factor for an edge (vertex) grid point. Although, extension
to the 3D case is straightforward, new IR’s have to be considered for grid points belonging to the faces of the
interface. Such methods avoid using overlap regions where interpolation and/or extrapolation rules are usually
applied to exchange moments between two refinement levels. The concept can easily be applied to multi-refinement
levels and/or different spatial resolution factors.
Coarse particles whose center of mass is close to the refined grid can affect moments of internal refined grid
9

Figure 3: Computation of the grid point moments at the interfaces between the two grids: size of the IR (influence region) of

the interface nodes, and weighting computation to calculate moments at the interface points in a 2D case.
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points (c.f blue crosses on figure 3.4) due to their volume. However, grid moments on these internal points are
well calculated from refined particles within the refined grid. The contributions of the coarse particles to these
points then could lead to an overestimation of moments on these nodes. In order to avoid this, and since refined
particles are authorized to retain in the coarse grid, coarse particles are split one cell before interfaces between the
two refinement levels. In other words, coarse particles are divided in the coarse grid, when they are within ∆xc
distance from an interface in all directions. Like this, particles whose center of mass is in a coarse cell can affect
only interface nodes of the refined grid, and do not contribute to the moments of internal refined grid points.
3.5. Electromagnetic field at the interfaces
3.5.1. Computation of fields

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Computation of electromagnetic field at interfaces between the two grids. In both right and left panels, B, b, E

and e (defined in the text) grids respectively are displayed in full blue lines, full red lines, dashed green lines and dashed
black lines. - (a) : Blue and red circles represent the nodes where magnetic field is computed and yellow diamonds are
interface points where special calculations are made to obtain the magnetic field (details are given in the text). - (b) : Green
and black circles represent the nodes where electric field is computed. Green stars display nodes needed some peculiar
calculations (details are given in the text).
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Electric and magnetic fields are solved on two different grids separated by half cells in order to approximate
10

360

365

second-order spatial derivatives and gradients by finite-differences [3]. The magnetic (respectively electric) coarse
mesh is called B (respectively E) and the magnetic (respectively electric) refined mesh is called b (respectively e).
The magnetic field is obtained from integrating Faraday’s equation (8). Figure 4(a) displays the procedure used
to compute the magnetic field, in both B and b grids, including interfaces. In the following method described in 2D,
the adaptation to the 3D case is straigthforward. Bni,j (respectively bni0 ,j 0 ) designates the magnetic field computed
on the (i, j) grid point of the coarse B grid (respectively the (i0 , j 0 ) of the refined b grid) at iteration n. The same
notation is used for the electric field. Equations below allow one to calculate the magnetic field at iteration n + 1
from the magnetic field at iteration n and from the electric field at iteration n + 1/2. dt is the time step.
• In the coarse B grid (in blue), including grid points at interfaces between grids B and b, electric field values
n+1/2
n
from the coarse E grid (in green) are used: Bn+1
.
i,j = Bi,j − dt(∇ × E)i,j
• Similarly, in the refined b grid (in red), electric field values carrying the refined e grid (in black) are applied:
n+1/2
n
bn+1
i0 ,j 0 = bi0 ,j 0 − dt(∇ × e)i0 ,j 0 . This procedure is applied everywhere in the refined b grid, except at the
interface grid points.
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• b interface grid points are represented by yellow crosses on Figure 4(a). The magnetic field on these grid
points is obtained from the magnetic field of B grid points at corresponding interfaces. On grid points that
n+1
belong to both B and b grids, the equation bn+1
i0 ,j 0 = Bi,j is applied. On other interfaces grid points of Br ,
n+1
n+1
interpolation calculations are used: bn+1
i0 ,j 0 +1 = 1/2 × (bi0 ,j 0 + bi0 ,j 0 +2 ).
The electric field depends on the charge density ρc , the ionic current Ji , the magnetic field B and the electronic
pressure pe (equation 7). Figure 4(b) displays the method used to compute the electric field in both E and e grids,
including the interfaces. In the following, ρni,j , Jni,j , and Pni,j (respectively %ni0 ,j 0 , jni0 ,j 0 , and pni0 ,j 0 ) designate the
charge density, the ionic current, and the pressure on the coarse grid point (i, j) (respectively on the refined grid
point (i0 , j 0 ) at iteration n. The pressure gradient is calculated with a centered finite difference scheme. Calculations
presented below allow one to compute the electric field at time n from grid moments and magnetic fields at time n.
• On the coarse E grid (in green) points which are outside the refined b grid (in red), the electric field is
obtained from moments and magnetic field of the B grid (in blue):
Eni,j =

1
f (Jni,j , Bni,j , ∇Pni,j )
ρni,j

• Everywhere in the refined e grid (in black), the electric field is calculated with moments and magnetic field of
the fine b grid (in red):
1
eni0 ,j 0 = n f (jni0 ,j 0 , bni0 ,j 0 , ∇pni0 ,j 0 )
%i0 ,j 0
• Some coarse E grid points (green star on figure 4(b) for instance) are within the refined b mesh. To compute
the electric field on these nodes, moments and magnetic field of the refined b grid (in red) points surrounding
these nodes are used. applying the following equation:
Eni,j =
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1
f (jni0 +1,j 0 +1 , bni0 +1,j 0 +1 , ∇pni0 +1,j 0 +1 )
%i0 +1,j 0 +1n

where %ni0 +1,j 0 +1 , jni0 +1,j 0 +1 , bni0 +1,j 0 +1 and ∇pni0 +1,j 0 +1 are obtained from magnetic field and moments on
refined b grid points (i0 , j 0 ), (i0 + 2, j 0 ), (i0 , j 0 + 2) and (i0 + 2, j 0 + 2).
3.5.2. Electromagnetic fields acting on particles
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In this model, to treat particles whose size equals the grid spacing, the size shape function used to compute
forces acting on particles is equivalent to that applied to compute grid moments. In 1D, the force Fp applied to a
macroparticle p whose center of mass is within grid points xj−1 and xj (see figure 1) is obtained with the following
equation:




xj − xp
xp − xj−1
Fp =
Fj−1 +
Fj
(18)
∆x
∆x
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where Fj designates the force at grid point xj , xp is the center of mass of the macroparticle p, and ∆x is the grid
spacing (which equals the macroparticle’s size).
To compute the electromagnetic field applied to a particle, two cases have to be considered. First, if the mass
center of a particle is within the refined region, usual calculations are performed : the magnetic field acting on a
particle is interpolated from the magnetic values of the eight grid points surrounding the particle, similar to the
CIC approach. Weights are obtained following the method used to calculate grid point moments [3], as described
in section 3.4. Only E, B (respectively e, b) grid points are used when the mass center of a macroparticle is within
the B (respectively b) grid. Similarly the approach used to compute moments (section 3.4), a combination of B
and b magnetic field values could be used to compute the magnetic force applied to particles. We do not use a
combination of B, b and E, e for particles close to the interface region since some interface points of the b grid are
obtained via interpolation. Therefore, IR of interface grid points are not considered as in section 3.4.
As detailed previously, refined particles are capable to continue their trajectory within the coarse grid. Therefore,
the motion of some refined particles is influenced by the electromagnetic field computed on the coarse mesh. Whereas
particles’ size is considered to compute grid moments in the coarse grid, the algorithm used to compute forces
acting on particles is the same regardless of their volume. In other words, equation 18 is applied to compute
electromagnetic fields acting on all particles, without taking into account particles’ size. In consequence, to treat
refined particles in the coarse grid, the scheme used to compute forces acting on particles and the scheme used to
compute grid moments are not exactly equivalent. Therefore, the momentum is not exactly conserved [3, 34]. For
the same reasons, self-forces are generated. However, some numerical tests show that the impact on the momentum
conservation and that that generation of self-forces acting on particles can be neglicted.
4. Results
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The hybrid model described here aims at investigating the interaction between a planetary environment (which
can include an atmosphere and/or a magnetosphere) with a magnetized plasma such as the solar wind or planetary
magnetospheric plasma. However, in order to check the strength and the efficiency of our multi-grid approach,
some basic tests were performed. In the following, three simple cases are presented : 1- the flow of a quiet plasma
representing the solar wind (supersonic and super-Alfvenic), 2- the jovian magnetospheric plasma (sub-alfvenic flow)
and 3- the propagation of an Aflvén wave. Validating the code consists of verifying that no artifact or numerical
noise appears at the interfaces between the two grids, verifying that physical parameters such as the energy or
momentum and numerical parameters or the number of numerical particles are conserved during the simulation.
4.1. Quiet plasma flow without obstacle
Species

Ti [eV]

β

ni [cm−3 ]

Ωi [rad/s]

H+

5

0.5

2.3

0.29

He++

20

0.1

0.12

0.14

e−

10

1.08

2.42

-

Parameter

B0 [nT]

VSW [km/s]

VA [km/s]

MA

MS

Value

3

400

40

10

5

Table 1: Physical parameters used to simulate the solar wind at Mars
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A first simple test validating the multi-grid approach is to simulate a flow of a quiet plasma such as the solar
wind. The physical parameters of such a flow are summarized in table 1, and correspond typically to standard
solar wind properties at Mars orbit. The plasma is composed of protons H+ and alpha particles He++ (5%). For
each ion species, the first part of Table 1 provides the temperature Ti , the plasma beta parameter β , the density
ni , the cyclotron frequency Ω and the necessary time for an ion to rotate around a magnetic field line Ω−1 . The
12
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magnetic field has a magnitude of 3 nT and is oriented along the Z axis, the velocity of the plasma is 400 km/s.
Considering all these values, the Aflvén speed is about ∼ 40 km/s and the speed of sound is set to ∼ 80 km/s, the
plasma is therefore supersonic and super-Alfvénic.
To run this simulation, we use a coordinate system such that the X axis is in the flowing direction the plasma,
the Y axis being toward the motional electric field Econv = −vSW × B (where vSW is the velocity of the solar wind)
and the Z axis completes the right-handed system. The run test is performed in a 3D simulation box containing
50 × 56 × 56 cells with a spatial resolution of about 150 km in each direction, which corresponds to the proton
inertial length of c/ωpi (ωpi is the plasma frequency). 20 × 24 × 24 cells with a spatial resolution of 75 km compose
the refined region which is centered in the simulation box. The initial conditions are such that 40 macroparticles
are injected in each cell, except in coarse cells sharing a boundary with the refined grid, where 320 particles are
injected. To properly describe the ion rotation around magnetic field lines, the time step is choosen such that a
−1
proton gyration is described with 100 points : dt = 0.01ΩH
+ . 20 transit times are simulated, a transit time being
defined as the necessary time for a particle to cross the whole simulation domain along the X axis.
As shown in figure 5(a), since computational particles are split into eight daughter particles before they enter
the refined mesh, the total number of particles in the simulation increases rapidly but then quickly stabilizes. Since
no merging particle algorithm is considered, this result was expected. The stabilization of the total number of
particles reflects the good behavior of our splitting algorithm. Indeed, this approach does not lead to the creation
of too many particles. Figure 5(b) presents the temporal evolution of the thermal and kinetic energies per particle,
the magnetic energy per cell and total energy. These quantities vary by less than 0.1% during the whole simulation
time (20 crossing times), which demonstrates that energy is succesfully conserved. Figure 5(c) shows the evolution
of the x, y and z momentum. Whereas the x and z momentum components present an excellent behavior being
constant throughout the entire simulation with fluctuations that do not exceed 0.1%, y-component shows a different
evolution with a significant decrease from the beginning of the run up to less than one transit time, and then
stabilizes for the rest of the simulation. This peculiar decrease is due to the way particles are split. Indeed, as
discussed in section 3.3, a velocity correction of newly split particles should be taken into account to compensate
the artificial acceleration (or slow down) imposed to particles. Since the magnetic field is oriented along the Z
direction, and flows mainly along X, the motional electric field has only a Ey component. Thus, particles undergo
a global acceleration in the Y direction only, explaining this behavior. It should be noted that the y-component
of the momentum is nevertheless kept at 1% after the decrease. Figure 5(d) displays the temporal evolution of
the standard deviation of the simulated magnetic field in the entire simulation domain including both coarse
and refined meshes, for x, y and z components. This quantity, for each component, increases rapidly and then
asymptotes. This is due to the initialization step with the magnetic field strength defined uniformly in the entire
simulation domain. The natural numerical noise due to the collection of moments on mesh nodes (and then on
the electric field) induces the same effects on the magnetic field. As a first approximation, x and y components of
the simulated magnetic field are distributed around the mean magnetic field value by 0.2%, whereas it is slightly
more enhanced for the z-component with 0.3% due to the principal orientation of the magnetic field toward the Z
direction. A test performed without the multi-grid approach, shows fluctuations of 0.1% and 0.2% (not shown here)
meaning that the numerical noise slightly increases when introducing a refinement level. As discussed before, this
numerical noise is certainly due to the way particles are split as suggested by [39]. Similarly, the evolution of the
standard deviation of the mean velocity calculated on grid points is shown in figure 5(e) and is almost constant.
The standard deviation is slightly smaller in the case where the simulation is performed on a unique uniform grid,
but very close.
To further demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method, we check that the velocity distribution functions
are consistent with the expected distributions, for both parent and daughter particles. Figure 6 shows the theoretical
and simulated proton velocity distributions. Besides the y-component of daughter particles (see blue curve, figure
6(b)), the simulation matches very well. Indeed, daughter particles are slightly slowed down along the Y axis
(results are similar to He++ ). This confirms the results previously discussed concerning the momentum conservation
along the Y axis. Heating and cooling is however not applied to the daughter particles, implying that our particle
splitting algorithm conserves the ion temperature.
Figure 7 presents the electron density in a XZ plane that crosses the refined region in the center. Although
the numerical fluctuations are about twice larger in the refined grid (8% against 4% in the coarse grid), and since
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 5: Conservation tests in the case of the simulation of the solar wind. - (a) : Evolution of the total number of particles

in the simulation box, including both all macroparticles, in function of time. The reasons of the increase of the number of
particles at the beginning is discussed in the text. - (b) : Temporal evolution of the mean kinetic energy per particle (in
pink), mean thermal energy per particle (in red), mean magnetic energy per cell (in blue), and total energy (in black). - (c) :
Temporal evolution of the total momentum which is normalized with respect to the initial value for x (in blue), y (in red)
and z (in black) components. - (d) : Temporal evolution of the standard deviation of the magnetic field in the whole domain
for x (in blue), y (in red) and z (in black) components. - (e) : Temporal evolution of the standard deviation of velocity in
the whole domain for x (in blue), y (in red) and z (in black) components.
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the number of particles per cell is small, the numerical noise remains suitable. The same fluctuations are observed
for the electronic or ion density in other planes and for physical quantities such as bulk velocity, temperature
or electromagnetic field. Since the daughter particles are equally displaced from the mass center of the parent
particle, an additional numerical noise is introduced [39]. In addition, no artificial numerical fluctuations occur
at the interfaces between the two levels of refinement, which corroborates the efficiency of our splitting particles
algorithm and of the moment computation method used at the interfaces. We also notice that along X axis, where
we introduce a population of computational particles smaller than the grid cell size (that is for X > 30), no artifact
or numerical variations occur.
Performances of the parallelization have been evaluated by establishing a scalibility test. Figure 8 displays the
linear case in red, the acceleration obtained with the hybrid model without multi-grid approach in blue and with
the multi-grid approach in green. Since some computation time is required to perform communications between
the processors, the linear behavior can not be reproduced. In the multi-grid case, the refined region manages about
eight more particles with respect the coarse region. Thus, each process deal with a different number of particles,
impacting the performances of the parallelizetion. Nevertheless, Figure 8 shows a reasonable behavior of the code.
Similar tests have been performed simulating a jovian plasma flow, to check the strength of the multi-grid
14

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6: Velocity distribution of protons for the test simulation of solar wind. For each component (x in figure (a), y in

figure (b) and z in figure (c)), the simulated velocity distribution of big particles is represented in black whereas the blue
lines represent the distribution of small particles. In each case, the red curve corresponds to the Maxwell distribution, and
the plotted curves are normalized.

Figure 7: Electron density after 20 transit times in the XZ plane in log scale. The black box corresponds to the limits of the

refined region.

approach in the case of a subsonic, sub-Alfvénic plasma. Results, which are not presented in this study, lead to
similar conclusions.
4.2. Alfvén wave propagation
490

The test presented here aims to follow the propagation of a circularly polarized Alfvén wave through the refined
level. It validates that the waves travel properly across refinement boundaries. The simulated plasma has the
15

Figure 8: Performances of the parallelization : the linear scaling is displayed in red, the uniform grid simulation is shown in

blue, the multi-grid simulation in green.
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same properties as the previous section (Table 1): the plasma density is about 2.42 cm−3 and the flow velocity is
400 km/s. The electron beta parameter β is 10, and the plasma beta parameters for H+ and He++ respectively
are 5 and 20. The simulation domain contains 75 × 40 × 40 cells, with ∆x = 2x0 . The refined region contains
74 × 32 × 32 cells, whose size is dx = x0 in each direction, x0 being the proton inertial length. Similar to the previous
test, the chosen time step is dt = 0.01Ω−1
H+ , satisfying the CFL condition and allowing a detailed description of ion
gyrations. The x-component of the magnetic field is equal to B0 = 3 nT. The magnetic field perpendicular to the
plasma flow is defined as:
!
!
By
0.5B0 cos(kx − ωt)
B⊥ =
=
(19)
Bz
−0.5B0 sin(kx − ωt)
k = 2πn/Lx , n being the wave number, equal to 2 in the present case, and Lx corresponding to the length of the
simulation domain in the X direction. These magnetic field strengths are applied the whole simulation domain at
initialization, and at the entry plane YZ during each time step of the simulation : boundary conditions are open in
the X direction. Exactly the same perturbation is applied to particles’ velocities at initialization. 60 macroparticles
per cell are injected at initialization to represent the two ion species, along with about 11 simulated transits. We
have compared and contrasted two simulation results, one simulation performed with a uniform grid, and one
simulation utilizing the multi-grid approach, with the theoretical case. The goal is to check that the propagation
of the waves are not affected by the introduction of a refinement level, and that the model efficienctly converges
toward the analytical solution.
Figure 9 displays the average normalized y (at the top) and z (at the bottom) components of the magnetic field
along the X axis without multi-grid (in black) and using our multi-grid method (in red). These averages have been
obtained from all magnetic field values on all grid points of the simulation box. Boundaries of the refined grid
are shown by dashed green lines and blue curve represents the analytical solution. First, the comparison of the
magnetic fields profiles resulting from the two runs are very similar. No artifact, or numerical noise is created at
the interfaces between the two grids. The Alfvén wave is not altered, neither by its entry into the refined region,
nor by its passage from refined to coarse meshes. Both simulations provide a very small phase error with respect to
the theoretical case, particularly at the end of the simulation box, due to the use of a mesh. However, simulations
results are clearly very close to the analytical solution. Similar to the previous run test, energies, momentum and
the number of macroparticles are properly conserved.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 9: Top panel: Normalized simulated y-component of the magnetic field along X axis obtained in the uniform grid
(respectively multi-grid) case in black (respectively in red). The blue curve represents the analytical solution. Bottom panel:
Normalized simulated y-component of the magnetic field along X axis obtained in the uniform grid (respectively multi-grid)
case in black (respectively in red). The blue curve represents the analytical solution.

4.3. Plasma-planet interaction : Ganymede case
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4.3.1. Ingredients
The Galileo mission revealed that Ganymede is the only satellite in our solar system possessing an intrinsic
magnetic field. Its magnetic field can be approximated by a dipole [26, 27]. Some induced magnetic fields have also
been detected by the Galileo mission, likely due to the presence of a conducting liquid layer under the surface of the
Galilean moon [27, 45]. The interaction between Ganymede’s magnetic field and the jovian plasma leads therefore
to the formation of a complex mini-magnetosphere surrounding the satellite. This magnetosphere is characterized
by the creation of Alfvén wings, with no bow shock creation due to the jovian plasma flow being subsonic, and
sub-Alfvénic.
The simulation is performed on a 3D simulation domain, using the Gphio coordinate system, centered on
Ganymede, which is defined as follows : the corotating jovian plasma flows radially along the X direction, the
Y axis points along the Ganymede-Jupiter direction and the Z axis completes the right-handed system, and
corresponds to the spin axis of Ganymede.
The jovian plasma is composed of 87% of O+ , or Sn+ , the rest being constituted of H+ , with an electron density
equal to 4 cm−3 [16]. According to Galileo observations, the jovian plasma velocity is equal to 140 km/s [29]. The
total ion temperature is 360 eV whereas the electron temperature is 100 eV [41]. The jovian magnetic field at
Ganymede is equal to B0 ' 111 nT (KK97 model of [25]), and is oriented along the −Z direction.
Ganymede’s environment is composed of a magnetic field and an ionosphere. The magnetic field at the
initialization includes both dipolar components and induced fields [27] leading to B = (−716.8, 82.5, −24.7) nT, at
the surface at the equator. These values correspond to Galileo’s G1 flyby of Ganymede, which occured in 1996, and
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have also been used by [21]. The ionosphere is composed of O+ ions, with a surface density of 5000 cm−3 [28] and
a scale height of 125 km [10] similar to the multi-fluid model of [42]. In order to have a correct characterization of
this key region, it is important that the spatial resolution is comparable or smaller than the ionospheric plasma
scale height. A spherical symmetry of the ionospheric density profile is assumed although may not be realistic. During the simulation, ionospheric particles are permanently injected in order to maintain the theoretical density profile.

4.3.2. Simulation parameters
Two simulations are performed : one with a uniform grid and another with a refined grid encompassing a
coarse grid. The inertial length of jovian O+ ions is c/ωpi , which is about 487 km. The spatial resolution is
uniform and equal to ∆x = 0.5c/ωpi in the coarse grid of the multi-grid simulation and of the uniform grid
simulation. In the refined region of the multi-grid simulation, spatial resolution is twice as small (about 120 km).
The simulation domain is limited to −12 RG < X < 6 RG , −18 RG < Y < 18 RG and −27 RG < Z < 27 RG ,
RG being Ganymede’s radius. The refined region is within −3 RG < X < 3.5 RG , −3.5 RG < Y < 5.5 RG and
−5.5 RG < Z < 5.5 RG . 10 macroparticles per cell are used to describe the jovian plasma, whereas about 50
macroparticules per cell are injected near the surface to simulate the ionosphere. The simulation time is 160 Ω−1
O+ ,
−1
−1
ΩO+ designating the gyration time of the jovian oxygen ions, with a time step of dt = 0.005 ΩO+ . This time step
choice respects the CFL condition in both grids and allows to describe H+ (O+ ) gyrations in 13 (200) points in the
jovian plasma. 128 CPUs were used to perform the uniform grid simulation, whereas 256 CPUs were required to
perform the simulation including the multi-grid approach.
4.3.3. Results

560

The restitution time of the uniform simulation is about 108 hours, compared to 152 hours for the multi-grid
simulation. According to the simulation performance, a uniformly refined resolution performed on 256 CPUs would
require at least 432 hours of calculations. Since the refined region describes 2% of the total domain simulation, the
efficiency of the parallel multi-grid approach is not fully satisfying. This could be clearly improved by a better
method for sharing the number of numerical particles between processes (see section 3.2).
Figure 10 displays the density of ionospheric O+ ions, in the XZ plane centered on Ganymede, obtained with a
uniform grid (left) and with the multi-grid approach (right). most of the planetary plasma remains within the

Figure 10: Color countours indicate density of planetary O+ , in log[cm−3 ], in the XZ centered on Ganymede. Left panel :

Uniform grid simulation. Right panel : multi-grid simulation. Dashed red lines correspond to the theoretical location of
Alfvén wings and dashed black lines indicate the location of refined grid boundaries.
565

refined region. A similar behavior of the ionospheric plasma is observed in both simulations, with an escape through
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570

575

the Alfvén wings, where magnetic field lines are open. The simulation including the multi-grid approach provides a
much better description of the ionosphere. Indeed, since the number of injected macroparticles per cell is equal
regardless of the grid spacing, the ionospheric plasma is represented by about eight times more macroparticles. In
addition, since the scale height of the ionosphere is 125 km, a refined spatial resolution of 120 km is more suitable
than a coarse grid with a resolution of 240 km. Note that the surface density is higher in the multi-grid case.
Indeed, the modeled density is underestimated using a coarse resolution. When the spatial resolution is smaller,
the modeled density profile is closer to the analytical one.
Figure 11 shows the x component of the magnetic field in the XZ plane centered on Ganymede, obtained with
a uniform grid (left panel) and with the multi-grid approach (right panel), where the refined region is indicated by
dashed black lines. Solid black lines represent simulated magnetic field lines, which are open in polar regions, and

Figure 11: Color countours indicate the x component of the magnetic field, in log[cm−3 ], in the XZ centered on Ganymede.

Black lines represent the simulated magnetic field lines. Dashed black lines indicate the boundaries of the refined region
whereas dashed red lines are the theoretical location of Alfvén wings (see the text for more details). Left panel : Uniform
grid simulation. Right panel : multi-grid simulation.
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closed elsewhere. Both simulations successfully creates the Alfvén wings, whose theoretical boundaries are indicated
as dashed red lines. These limits are tilted from the ambient magnetic field with an angle θ = atan(Vf /VA ), Vf
and VA being the incident flow and Aflvén velocities respectively. Near Ganymede, the dipole components of the
magnetic field are explicitly shown. The multi-grid simulation shows that the introduction of a refined grid globally
does not affect the structure of Alfvén wings at the interfaces between the two grids. However, upstream the Alfvén
wings, the two simulations show magnetic configurations that are slightly different. Indeed, since the ionosphere is
better described with a refined spatial resolution, ionospheric currents, and therefore the magnetic structure are
impacted by the spatial resolution.
Parallel currents J are represented in figure 12. Left (right) panel shows results from the uniform (multi-grid)
simulation. Black lines are the modeled magnetic field lines. A quite important difference in current-magnitude is
noticable: currents are stronger in the case of a refined grid spacing. This difference is generated by the way we
compute the currents which are obtained from simulated magnetic field B via the Ampere’s equation ∇ × B = µ0 J.
The derivatives used to compute the curl of the magnetic field are calculated using a finite difference scheme,
including a division by a spatial step twice as small in the case of the multi-grid simulation. In regions where the
variations of the magnetic field are not significant from one grid point to another, calculated currents are then twice
as important with a refined resolution, as reported by [20]. Despite this difference, the global structure of parallel
currents is very similar in both cases, with characteristic intense currents at the boundaries of Alfvén wings, and an
asymmetry between the poles.
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Figure 12: Color contours indicate parallel currents, in nA/m2 , in the YZ centered on Ganymede. Black lines represent the

simulated magnetic field lines. Left panel : Uniform grid simulation. Right panel : multi-grid simulation.
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5. Conclusion
This study presents a new multi-grid approach to refine the spatial resolution for a given region of interest in
a magnetospheric hybrid model dedicated to the study of planetary object-plasma interactions. Simulations are
performed on a 3D uniform cartesian grid that is refined for a defined region of interest. In this region, the grid
spacing is divided by two in each direction with respect to the coarse grid, creating cells eight times smaller in
volume. Structure and size of this refined mesh are not time dependent, and, only one level of refinement is created.
The strength of our method is that the particle volume is constant and the trajectory of particles is not perturbed
passing from one refinement level to another. Coarse particles are replaced by a set of eight refined particles before
their entry into the refined region, similar to the 1D and 2D PIC codes by [19] and [1]. Daughter particles acquire
the velocity of the parent particles, and their mass center is shifted from the parent particle position by a quarter of
a cell width in each direction. This splitting algorithm allows the conservation of grid moments, such as current or
charge density, and velocity distribution functions. Numerical particles are then authorized to exit from the refined
region into the coarse grid, keeping the spatial shape function constant of particles. To compute grid moments in
coarse regions, weights affecting the grid points are adapted depending on the particle’s volume. This approach
also avoids particle merging, which would induce the loss of informations. At the interfaces, overlap regions are not
considered. The novelty of our approach is that the size of the interaction region of each grid point of the interface
is taken into account to compute moments, increasing accuracy and avoiding additional computations in overlap
cells.
This development has been validated in its 3D parallel hybrid case, having been applied to several space plasma
applications. In particular, the flow of the solar wind and the propagation of an Aflvén wave were simulated
successfully. A planetary environment interacting with an external source of plasma has also been used to illustrate
the performances of this approach (Ganymede interacting with the corotating jovian magnetospheric plasma). The
refinement model has allowed a better description of the ionosphere of the satellite and of the Alfvén wings formed
by this interaction. This Multi-Grid approach will be used to model other planetary environments such as Mars or
Mercury which have been modeled with the uniform grid version (or the sequential version) of this hybrid model
[37, 44].
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